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Abstract: - Proficient record inquiry is vital to the general execution of distributed (P2P) file sharing frameworks. Bunching 
peers by their regular advantages can fundamentally upgrade the productivity of document question. Grouping peers by their 
physical closeness can likewise enhance document question execution. Be that as it may, couple of current works can bunch 
peers in view of both associate intrigue and physical closeness. Albeit organized P2Ps give higher record question proficiency 
than unstructured P2Ps, it is hard to acknowledge it because of their entirely characterized topologies. In this work, we present a 
Vicinity Mindful and Intrigue bunched P2P file sharing Framework (PAIS) in view of an organized P2P, which shapes 
physically close hubs into a group and further gatherings physically-close and regular intrigue hubs into a sub cluster in view of 
a various leveled topology. PAIS utilizes a shrewd record replication calculation to further upgrade document question 
proficiency. makes imitations of records that are as often as possible asked for by a gathering of physically close hubs in their 
area. Also, PAIS upgrades the intra-sub-group document seeking through a few methodologies. To begin with, it additionally 
arranges the enthusiasm of a sub-bunch to various sub-interests, and groups basic sub interest hubs into a gathering for 
document sharing. Second, PAIS assembles an overlay for each gathering that associates bring down limit hubs to higher limit 
hubs for disseminated document questioning while at the same time maintaining a strategic distance from hub over-burden. 
Third, to lessen document looking postponement, PAIS utilizes proactive record data gathering so that a record requester can 
know whether its asked for record is in its adjacent hubs. Fourth, to diminish the overhead of the document data gathering, 
PAIS utilizes sprout channel based record data accumulation and relating circulated document looking. Fifth, to enhance the 
document sharing productivity, PAIS positions the sprout channel brings about request. 6th, looking at that as an as of late went 
to document has a tendency to be gone by once more, the sprout channel based approach is upgraded by just checking the 
recently added blossom channel data to lessen record seeking delay. Follow driven exploratory outcomes from this present reality 
Planet Lab testbed show that PAIS drastically lessens overhead and upgrades the productivity of document imparting to and 
without stir.  
Keywords: P2P Networks, file sharing system, Bloom filter. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
OVER the past few years, the massive ubiquity of the Web has created a noteworthy jolt to P2P file sharing frameworks. For 
instance, BitTorrent constitutes about 35 percent of all movement on the Web. There are two classes of P2P frameworks: 
unstructured and organized. Unstructured P2P systems, for example, Gnutella and Freenet don't relegate obligation regarding 
information to particular hubs. Hubs join and leave the system as indicated by some free standards. As of now, unstructured P2P 
systems' record inquiry technique depends on either flooding where the question is engendered to all the hub's neighbors, or 
arbitrary walkers where the question is sent to haphazardly picked neighbors until the document is found. Notwithstanding, flooding 
and arbitrary walkers can't ensure information area. Organized P2P systems, i.e., Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs), can defeat the 
downsides with their components of higher proficiency, versatility, and deterministic information area. They have entirely 
controlled topologies, and their information situation and query calculations are correctly characterized in view of a DHT 
information structure and reliable hashing capacity. The hub in charge of a key can simply be found regardless of the possibility that 
the framework is in a constant condition of progress. The greater part of the DHTs require O(log n) bounces per query ask for with 
O(log n) neighbors per hub, where n is the quantity of hubs in the framework. A key basis to judge a P2P document sharing 
framework is its record area proficiency. To enhance this effectiveness, various techniques have been proposed. One technique 
utilizes a super associate topology, which comprises of super hubs with quick associations and general hubs with slower 
associations. A super hub associates with other super hubs and some general hubs, and a customary hub interfaces with a super hub. 
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In this super-peer topology, the hubs at the focal point of the system are speedier and along these lines create a more dependable and 
stable spine. This enables a larger number of messages to be steered than a slower spine and, subsequently, permits more 
noteworthy adaptability. Super-peer systems possess the center ground amongst brought together and altogether symmetric P2P 
organizes, and can possibly consolidate the advantages of both concentrated and disseminated looks. Another class of strategies to 
enhance document area proficiency is through a closeness mindful structure. A sensible closeness reflection gotten from a P2P 
framework does not really coordinate the physical nearness data as a general rule. The most brief way as indicated by the steering 
convention (i.e., the minimum bounce number directing) is not really the briefest physical way. This crisscross turn into a major 
obstruction for the sending and execution streamlining of P2P file sharing frameworks. A P2P framework ought to use nearness data 
to lessen document inquiry overhead and enhance its proficiency. As it were, dispensing or recreating a record to a hub that is 
physically more like a requester can fundamentally help the requester to recover the document effectively. 
Vicinity mindful bunching can be utilized to amass physically close associates to viably enhance productivity. The second-rate class 
of strategies to enhance document area effectiveness is to group hubs with comparative interests, which decrease the record area 
inactivity. Albeit various vicinity based and intrigue based super-peer topologies have been proposed with various components, 
couple of techniques can bunch peers as indicated by both nearness and premium. Also, the greater part of these strategies are on 
unstructured P2P frameworks that have no strict approach for topology development. They can't be straightforwardly connected to 
general DHTs regardless of their higher record area efficiency. Proximity-mindful bunching can be utilized to gather physically 
close associates to viably enhance productivity.  
The second-rate class of techniques to enhance document area productivity is to bunch hubs with comparative interests, which 
lessen the record area inertness. Albeit various closeness based and intrigue based super-peer topologies have been proposed with 
various components, couple of techniques can bunch peers as per both nearness and premium. Moreover, a large portion of these 
techniques are on unstructured P2P frameworks that have no strict approach for topology development. They can't be specifically 
connected to general DHTs disregarding their higher record area effectiveness. 

II. RELATED WORK 
We discuss the related works most relevant to PAIS in three groups: super-peer topology, 
proximity-awareness, and interest-based file sharing. Super-peer topology. FastTrack [10] and  Morpheus [20] use super peer 
topology. The super-peer network in [8] is for efficient and scalable file consistency maintenance in structured P2P systems. Our 
previous work built a super-peer network for load balancing [9]. Garbacki et al. [21] proposed a self-organizing super-peer network 
architecture that solves four issues in a fully decentralized manner: how client peers are related to super-peers, how super-peers 
locate files, how the load is balanced among the super-peers, and how the system deals with node failures. Proximity-awareness. 
Techniques to exploit topology information in P2P overlay routing include geographic layout, proximity routing, and proximity-
neighbor selection. Geographic layout method maps the overlay’s logical ID space to the physical network so that neighboring 
nodes in the ID space are also close in the physical network. It is employed in topologically-aware CAN [11]. In the proximity 
routing method, the logical overlay is constructed without considering the underlying physical topology. Interest-base file sharing. 
One category of interest-base file sharing networks is called schema based networks. They use explicit schemas to describe peers’ 
contents based on semantic description and allow the aggregation and integration of data from distributed data sources. Hang and 
Sia proposed a method for clustering peers that share similar properties together and a new intelligent query routing strategy. Liu et 
al. proposed online storage systems with peer assistance. The works in employ the Bloom filter technique for file searching. Despite 
the efforts devoted to efficient file location in P2P systems, there are few works that combine the super-peer topology with both 
interest and proximity based clustering methods. In addition, it is difficult to realize in DHTs due to their strictly defined topology 
and data allocation policy. This paper describes how PAIS tackles the challenge by taking advantage of the hierarchical structure of 
a DHT. 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
A.  Exiting Model 
1) A key criterion to judge a P2P file sharing system is its file location efficiency. To improve this efficiency, numerous methods 

have been proposed. One method uses a super peer topology which consists of super nodes with fast connections and regular 
nodes with slower connections. Supermodel connects with other super nodes and some regular nodes, and a regular node 
connects with a super node. 

a) In my super-peer topology, the nodes at the center of the network are faster and therefore produce a more reliable and stable 
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backbone. This allows more messages to be routed than as lower backbone and, therefore, allows greater scalability. Super-peer 
networks occupy the middle-ground between centralized and entirely symmetric P2P networks, and have the potential to 
combine the benefits of both centralized and distributed searches. Another class of methods to improve file location efficiency 
is through a proximity-aware structure. The third class of methods to improve file location efficiency is to cluster nodes with 
similar interests which reduce the file location latency. 

b) Disadvantages Of Existing System Although numerous proximity-based and interest-based super-peer topologies have been 
proposed with different features, few methods are able to cluster peers according to both proximity and interest. In addition, 
most of these methods are on unstructured P2P systems that have no strict policy for topology construction They cannot be 
directly applied to general DHTs in spite of their higher file location efficiency. 
 

B.  Proposed System 
In my paper presents a proximity-aware and interest-clustered P2P file sharing System (PAIS) ona structured P2P system. It forms 
physically-close nodes into a cluster and further groups physically-close and common-interest nodes into a sub-cluster. It also places 
files with the same interests together and make them accessible through the DHT Lookup() routing function. More importantly, it 
keeps all advantages of DHTs over unstructured P2Ps. Relying on DHT lookup policy rather than broadcasting, the PAIS 
construction consumes much less cost in mapping nodes to clusters and mapping clusters to interest sub-clusters. PAIS uses an 
intelligent file replication algorithm to further enhance file lookup efficiency. 
It creates replicas of files that are frequently requested by a group of physically close nodes in their location. Moreover, PAIS 
enhances the intra sub-cluster file searching through several approaches 
First, it further classifies the interest of a sub-cluster to a number of sub-interests, and clusters common-sub-interest nodes into a 
group for file sharing. 
Second, PAIS builds an overlay for each group that connects lower capacity nodes to higher capacity nodes for distributed file 
querying while avoiding node overload. 
Third, to reduce file searching delay, PAIS uses proactive file information collection so that file requester can know if its requested 
file is in its nearby nodes. 
Fourth, to reduce the overhead of the file information collection, PAIS uses bloom filter based file information collection and 
corresponding distributed file searching. 
Fifth, to improve the file sharing efficiency, PAIS ranks the bloom filter results in order. Sixth, considering that a recently visited 
file tends to be visited again, the bloom filter based approach is enhanced by only checking the newly added bloom filter 
information to reduce file searching 
delay. 
1) Advantages of Proposed System 
The techniques proposed in this paper can benefit many current applications such as content delivery networks, P2P video-on-
demand systems, and data sharing in online social networks. 
We introduce the detailed design of PAIS. It is suitable for a file sharing system where files can be classified to a number of 
interests and each interest can be classified to a number of sub interests. 
It groups peers based on both interest and proximity by taking advantage of a hierarchical structure of a structured P2P. 
AIS uses an intelligent file replication algorithm that replicates a file frequently requested by physically close nodes near their 
physical location to enhance the file lookup efficiency. PAIS enhances the file searching efficiency among the proximity-close and 
common interest nodes through a number of approaches. 

IV. OVERVIEW 
A.  PAIS: A proximity-aware interest-clustered p2p file sharing system. 
In our previous work], we studied a Bit Torrent user activity trace to analyze the user file sharing behaviors. We found that long 
distance file retrieval does exist. Thus, we can cluster physically close nodes into a cluster to enhance file sharing efficiency. Also, 
peers tend to visit files in a few interests. Thus, we can further cluster nodes that share an interest into a sub-cluster. Finally, popular 
files in each interest are shared among peers that are globally distributed. Thus, we can use file replication between locations for 
popular files, and use system-wide file searching for unpopular files. We introduce the detailed design of PAIS below. It is suitable 
for a file sharing system where files can be classified to a number of interests and each interest can be classified to a number of sub-
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interests. 

B.  PAIS Structure 
PAIS is developed based on the Cycloid structured P2P network. Cycloid is a lookup efficient, constant-degree overlay with n=d. 2d 
nodes, where d is its dimension. It achieves a time complexity ofO(d) per lookup request by using O(1) neighbors per node. Each 
Cycloid node is represented by a pair of indices (k,ad-1ad-2….a0) where k is a cyclic index and (ad-1ad-2….a0) is a cubical index. 
The cyclic index is an integer ranging from 0 to d - 1, and the cubical index is a binary number between 0 and 2d - 
1. The nodes with the same cubical index are ordered by their cyclic index mod d on a small cycle, which we call a cluster. 
Figure 1 : PAIS Structure 

C. PAIS Construction and Maintenance 
Node proximity representation. A landmarking method can be used to represent node closeness on the network by indices used in. 
Landmark clustering has been widely adopted to generate proximity information. It is based on the intuition that nodes close to each 
other are likely to have similar distances to a few selected landmark nodes. We assume there are m landmark nodes that are 
randomly scattered in the Internet. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
We implemented a prototype of PAIS on Planet Lab, a real-world distributed testbed, to measure the performance of PAIS in 
comparison with other P2P file sharing systems. We set the experiment environment according to the study results of a BitTorrent 
trace. We randomly selected 350 Planet Lab nodes all over the world. Among these nodes, we randomly selected 30 nodes as 
landmark nodes to calculate the Hilbert numbers of nodes. We clustered all nodes into 169 different locations according to the 
closeness of their Hilbert numbers. 
We used the 56,076 files in the BitTorrent trace. The number of interests in the system was set to20, so we also set the dimension of 
the Cycloid DHT to 20. We simulated 100,000 peers by default in the experiments. Each peer was randomly assigned to a location 
cluster among all 169 clusters, and further randomly assigned to a Planet- Lab node within this location. According to, a peer’s 
requests mainly focus on around 20 percent of all of its interests. Thus, we randomly selected four interests (20percent of total 20 
interests) for each peer as its interests. The files are randomly assigned to a sub-cluster with the files’ interest over the total 
160locations, and then randomly assigned to nodes in the sub-cluster. Eighty percent of all queries of requester target on files with 
owners within the same location, among which 70 percent of its queries arein the interests of the requester. According to [48], 80 
percent of all requests from a peer focus on its interests, and each of other requests is in a randomly selected interest outside of its 
interests. A request in an interest means a request for a randomly selected file in this interest. We also let each file have copy in 
another peer in a different location in order to test the proximity-aware file searching performance. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In recent years, to enhance file location efficiency in P2P systems, interest-clustered super-peer networks and proximity- clustered 
super-peer networks have been proposed. Although both strategies improve the performance of P2P systems, few works cluster 
peers based on both peer interest and physical proximity simultaneously. Moreover, it is harder to realize it in structured P2P 
systems due to their strictly defined topologies, although they have high efficiency of file location than unstructuredP2Ps.In this 
paper, we introduce a proximity-aware and interest-clustered P2P file sharing system based on a structured P2P. It groups peers 
based on both interest and proximity by taking advantage of a hierarchical structure of a structured P2P. PAIS uses an intelligent file 
replication algorithm that replicates a file frequently requested by physically close nodes near their physical location to enhance the 
file lookup efficiency. Finally, PAIS enhances the file searching efficiency among the proximity close and common interest nodes 
through a number of approaches. The trace-driven experimental results on Planet Lab demonstrate the efficiency of PAIS in 
comparison with other P2P file sharing systems. It dramatically reduces the overhead and yields significant improvements in file 
location efficiency even in node dynamism. Also, the experimental results show the effectiveness of the approaches for improving 
file searching efficiency among the proximity close and common-interest nodes. 
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